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A network round uran1uwwinn1ng. e sbort 
start of the discussion 

During the congress we, one of the Slllall 
groups round this theae, have talkes shortly 
about a network round wan1UJMinning, With 
both lndigeneous people, their &upportgroups 
and radical anti-nuclear power groups. 
After the congress I often thought about the 
way you can build vp &Ucb a network and I 
roughly caae to two possibilities: 
1. first build up a national network in 

every country with &Upportgroups and 
radical anti-nuclear power groups; 

2. start international and hope that every
one has contacts and will help to build 
up a network. 

The second possibility has, according to ae, 
the great advantage that there could be con
tact with people in countries, in which it 
would be iapossible to build up a national 
network. 

The second point is of course the purpose of 
the network. here can be different purposes 
as well: 
a. exchange of information; 
b. tell each other actionpoints and -mouent 

with the information belonging to it. 
c. support each other by giving more, diffe

rent, inforaation with it or do actions 
at the saue tiDe or round the saJDe theJDe. 

The last purpose is the most intensive and I 
think if we would build up a network like 
this we should try to build up one round the 
last purpose. Otherwise it'll remain too 
free and end soon. 

The subgroup on the congress made a list of 
persons who were in that group interested in 
a network. I've send them this in the 
beginning of June with the question to 
react, with other ideas, additions and so on 
for the network. 
1 hope there'll be acre about this in this 
or in the next newsletter. 
If you would like to react, please 
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Anti-nucl@ar energy-activists in jail 

In the eurocean Newsletter we will start a 
column inwhich anti-nuclear energy activists 
in Jail are named, so everybody can send 
letters to them to show our solidarity. 
Our reouest to you~ is also to send us the 
names and adresses from such people. 

International Newsletter nr.2- sept.'89 

It took a long time, but here is the second 
European Newsletter. It took so much time 
because: 
- few people worked at it; 

sometimes translating takes much time; 
in fact 5 newsletters were made! (English, 
Dutch, French, German and Spanish); 
we made a choice for using computers, 

while these are not always available for 
anyone; 
This is why we think about publishing the 
next newsletter only in English. We decided 
not to restrict to the use of computers. 

Enough about problems of the redaction. 
From you we desire articles for the newslet
ter. For example it is time to think and 
write about the next congress (in Sweden). 
Articles we prefere to receive typed with a 
18 cm broad text and interline distance 1. 
The newsletter costs a lot of money, we 
urgently need gifts! Pay to: 
giro 5780453, St. l.JIKA, Ede, 
The Netherlands. 
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putch vitit tp Valtncit and Bilbao 

In the beginning of June a group of 28 
people from the Netherlands •ade contact 
with action-groups in Valencia and Bilbao. 
The dutch group existed of people who are 
active at various subjects: squatting,homo
sexuality, anarchism, anti-nuclear-power, 
anti-militarism, free radio, thirld world, 
environment. The journey to the Spanish 
state <= Basque country + Catalonia + Gali
cia + Castile + Andalusia> was done bv a bus 
of the project 'De nieuwe vooruit-gang' (The 
new advancement>. This project aims at doing 
journeys of people in resistance. 

The motive for the journey was an environ
mental manifestation during the beginning of 
June in Valencia. Valencia and surroundings 
is the most polluted area in the Spanish 
state. The environmental legislation in the 
Spanish state is so bad that companies from 
Germany and France sometimes settle here to 
carry out their dirty practices easier. The 
integration of the EEC-countries will even 
make this more flexible. During the manifes
tation in Valencia a visit of the EEC envi
ronmental ministers was going to be a cli
max. But in the end of May it was known that 
the visit of the ministers had been cancel
led. For the people in Valencia who organi
zed the actions this was tiresome because 
their action-program and publicity was up
set. 

From lth to 4th of June there were meetings 
in Valencia about theme's like environment, 
conseouences of the EEC, environmental al
ternatives. The dutch group went only 
through few parts of these meetings. Maybe 
someone from Valencia can write something 
about this? 
Besides of the meetings different small 
actions were made. The most spectacular 
action was the proletarian shopping by a 
group of young people in a large super
marcket, aimed at customers who are car 
owners and with bad labour conditions. The 
vield would be given to a number of poor 
families in the town. In spite of hard 
pushing the well-filled trolleys could not 
pass the cashes because segurity guards and 
employees baricaded it quickly. 

Nuclear power and repression 
Tudela <Basque country>, 3th of June 1979. 
During a nonviolent sitting-blockade aoainst 
the nuclear plant Lemoniz and the national' 
energy plan Gladys del Estal was shot dead 
from short distance by the Guardia Civil. To 
never forget this murder the 3th of June is 
every year anti-nuclear power day. The poli
ce organisation Guardia Civil is standing 
for extreme violent repression. If the acti
vists in Valencia were frightened of any es
calation, they feared it from the sight of 
the Guardia. 

Against the nuclear plant of Lemoniz in the 
Basque country heavy resistance is made 
during •any years. The plant is finished, 
but has never worked, because no uranium is 
installed. The surroundings of the plant are 
designed as a military zone. It is allowed 
to drive by car along the road that is going 
through the area. But it is forbidden to get 
out on that road; the army may shoot! 

In connection with the Spanish menbership of 
the EEC the Spanish state has joined Euratom 
(an EEC organisation that stimulates nuclear 
energy and nuclear research>. The Spanish 
socialistic government has not developed 
plans for new nuclear plants until now. But 
JOlnlng Euratom might stimulate the plans 
for new nuclear plants. 

Action army-objectors 
Since a short period the Spanish state has a 
law which makes it possible not to do mili
tary service and to do substitutional ser
vice. But substitutional service is conside
red to be an extension piece of military 
service by many. The first Basque army-ob
jectors were jailed for a long time. 
Powerful protest form the people led to the 
release of these objectors after 3 months. 
Afterwars objectors were jailed for some 
weeks, some days or not arrested at all. It 
is clear that the objectors are a difficult 
problem to the state. 
At the 8th of June 70 objectors in different 
parts of the Spanish state visited the army 
to tell that they are not going to do mili
tary or substitutional service. In Basque 
country there were 45 objectors, of which 12 
in Bilbao. The dutch group was wittnes of 
the action in Bilbao. In demonstration we 
walked to the barracks with in our front a 
yellow banner saying; INSUMISIOA <refuse, 
disobey>. The objectors went in the barracks 
one by one and they also went out all. So no 
arrests in Bilbao. In Vitoria <also in Bas
que country) there were problems; one of the 
objectors was arrested and the police had 
acted brutish. 

1992 
This number has a special meaning in EEC 
countries. In the Spanish state this year 
will even be treble important. Besides the 
EEC integration two other things are going 
to happen. In 1992 olympic games are held in 
Barcelona. And in addition it will be~ 
years ago that Columbus crossed the ocean. 
The Spanish government will therefore like 
to have a lot o~ parties. All this will ask 
many energy of the alternative movements in 
the Spanish state to •ake critical sounds. 
So far some i•pressions o~ Valencia and 
Bilbao through Dutch eyes. 

Contacts were very inspiring! 
Any amplifications from the Spanish state 
are welcome! 



DODEY!ARD, CLOSE!! 

April 26th. Three years ago ,the Russian 
nuclear power reactor at Chernobyl exploded. 
Radioactive clouds drifted over Burope. The 
result was enor.::~us: three days after, .:~re 
than 100,000 persons had to be evacuated 
from near surroundings of the plant. In 
Februar this year, 20 villages farther froa 
Chernobyl were also evacuated. After a few 
weeks, 32 persons had been killed. The esti
mations for persons who will die from cancer 
va.riate from 15, 000 Un the Sowjet-Union> to 
1,000,000 in the whole of Burope. Burope was 
hard hit by radioactive pollution. Holland 
didn't know the biggest problems; however, 
cows were placed in the sheds again and 
spinach had to be destroyed. In West-Germany 
sports were cancelled, children were for
bidden to play in sand, etc. In the Scan
dinavian countries thousands of deer had to 
be killed what destroyed also the life of 
the Samen-people. From Turkey significant 
growth of special misbirths were reported· 
<brains not in skull e.g.>. This summation 
is still not complete. Last weeks/months big 
growth of misshapen cattle and doubling of 
cancer-cases were reported in a distance of 
30 miles from the reactor. 

In order not to <let> forget, we demon
strated in front of the I>odewaard nuclear 
power plant on April 26th. Due to the short 
preparation time and some important seeming 
soccer match on the same evening, we expec
ted some 30 persons and we even hoped for 
some 40 or 50. It was very amazing that more 
than 80 persons came to demonstrate! For 
some other anti-nuclear action masks had 
been made which could be used this evening 

<yellow reflectating skull with black back
ground>. Bveryone had been asked to bring a 
candle and carton boxes as .any as possible. 
At 20.30 we started .aking noise and buil
ding a wall with the boxes. When we placed 
the wall near the gate on the bridge, the 
police tried to hinder it. But as everyone 
brought his or her box right to the gate the 
police gave in. The amount of boxes was 
enormous and the wall was about 2.5 meters 
in highth. When we lighted the candles Cit 
darkened> the plant's firemen came with 
powder-extinguishers on the bridge. The 
plant's director, who'd also come, didn't 
like our action. He refused to lay down the 
first box for the wall: "you'll understand I 
do not agree with this demonstration". 
At 21.30 we tried to set fire to the wall (a 
burning barricade is even more beautiful 
than a carton wall>. Police-officers pulled 
down the wall. There was uo wall any lOII;!er 
but there were still carton boxes. When 
these fired the firmen came with their 
little powder-extinguishers. The extin
guishing wasn't very good Chow in case of a 
real fire> but in the end they succeeded. 
For us, of course, no reason to give up. A 
very beautiful fire, farther froa the brid
ge, was our result and the end of a suoces
ful demonstration. 
Succesful because of the :many persons; the 
big aDOunt of candles and boxes; the posi
tive reactions from persons from I>odewaard 
<even persons from this village had come to 
demonstrate>; the positive reactions from 
press and because of the fact that everybody 
went homewards satisfied. The message "Cher
nobyl, lever Again! stop luclear Bnergy! has 
become very clear. 
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Criminalisation in West-Germany 

Monday, April 24th this year Heike Hebel was 
arrested in Oldenburg on the street and was 
prisoned in Lubeck the same day. Heike Hebel 
lives in Oldenburg and had been in the re
sistance movement for some years. For exem
ple~ with other people she flied balloons 
against low-flying airforce planes and in 
the autumn of 1987 she took part in a nu
clear-waste transport blockade. Many people 
came to this blockade but only four persons 
were judged by the Court of Just1ce: Andreas 
from Munster, Cheesy and Ute from Osnabruck 
and Heike from Oldenburg. Cheesy was judged 
to 4 months prison and 3 years in case of a 
new action and her drivers licence was with
drawn for 3 months. Until this moment two 
times a proces against Heike was organised. 
The first was cancelled because of sickness 
and the second because of the fact that Hei
ke decided not to come to the proces. She 
gave the next explanation: "There were a lot 
of people at the blockade. The fact that on
ly 4 persons were judged was no coincidence 
but it was planned. Those persons had been 
active in the resistance movement for a long 
time. With thos~ processes and prisonings 
they were forced to stop their activities. 
These processes and prisonings must also 
scare other activists. It is important to 
see that these processes are organised by 
the ruling power <government). This power 
rules day and night the norms of injustice 
for everyone. Those rules don't have any 
relation to necessarities of life and our 
own practice. In our daily life we want 
selfdetermination. We want to have responsi
bility for our own life. Why should we go to 
a process which is organised by an elite, 
who has norms we don't approve with?" 
After the process <2-3-'89>~ an arrest-order 
was given. Heike lived in Oldenburg, where 
she picked up her normal activities again. 
On April 24th she was arrested, when she 
came from the Labour Office. It seems that 
this arrest was very good organised~ especi-

BLOCKADE AT HINKLEY POINT NUKILLER POWER 
STATIONS, SOMERSET, ENGLAND, 24 JUNE 1989 

A blockade was held at the main gate leading 
to Hinkley A and B nukiller power stations 
on Saturday 24th June. The blockade was or
ganised by a group called BLAH <Blockade 
Against Hinkley>, a loose coalition~ an
ti-nukiller power groups, and attracted 80 
activists from troughout Britain & Europe. 
The day b~ore the blockade, a group of ac
tivists wearing ra.diation suits and gaS~~asks 
disrupted the Public Inquiry into •Hinkley 
C" at Carrington, by chanting and holding up 
a banner. 
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ally the fact that Heike reacted on a, see
mingly fake, call to appear on the office. 
The employer she had to go to was on holi
day. With her in the hall of the office, was 
a police officer, not dressed in uniform, 
who left the office with her. Outside the 
office a second plain-clothes policeman jum
ped on her, she was pushed in a car and dri
ven to the police station. After that she 
was transported to LUbeck with 2<!!) police 
cars. 
The day after activistes from Bremen and 01-
denburg went to the prison to read a solida
rity-resolution and letters and greetings 
from Munster, Leer, Emden, Bremen, Hamburg 
and especially from her mother. Also the de
monstrators gave greetings and showed soli
darity with women in the prison who were in 
hunger-strike. On the way to and during the 
demonstration they were watched by the poli
ce. 
The arrest of Heike could be connected with 
the planned, then forbidden, demonstration 
for the hungerstrikers in prison in Bonn 
April 29th. Five days before also somebody 
from the movement was arrested. This seems 
to be organised to mislead activities in the 
city from the planned demonstration on April 
29th. 
Finally: actually we're only dealing with a 
simple blockade-action ••• 

The blockade was inevitably more symbolic 
than anything~ as the C.E.G.B. brought its 
first •orning shiftworkers inside before the 
lOam start, then locked the gates. The pub
lic infor•ation centre on site closed becau
se of the action though, and the massive po
lice presence and roadblock must have deter
red anybody a.part from activists and the llr' 

dia from visiting Hinkley that day. 
Nevertheless, people did sit down several 
times in front of both in and outcoming 
traffic, until being moved by police. No 
arrests were aade, obviously because the 
police thought the blockade had achieved 
enough publicity already~ 



The Inquiry into Hinkley C is rapidly dra
wing to an end, yet despite it's outcome, 
the final decision on go-ahead still rests 
with the Minister of Energy. Stop Hinckley 
Expansion <S.H.E.>, the main organisation 
opposing Hinkley C, has to date spent thou
sands of pounds taking part in this Inquiry, 
but has yet to organise or openly support a 
campaign of non-violent direct action and 
civil disobedience against Hinkley C. Many 
contracts have already been let for con
struction of the PWR station at Hinkley, 
just as they were during the Sizewell B 
Inquiry, and it seems that many establish
ment opposition groups have yet to learn 
from the Sizewell and other experiences. 

Direct action is obviously a tactic the nu
killer state and many people are afraid of 
these days, however, as the police presence 
and local reaction to this blockade indica
ted. Numerous unfounded rumours about the 
nature of the action were in wide circula
tion for weeks beforehand <one wonders who 
started them!>, and many farmers blocked the 
entrance to fields nearby with farm machine
ry. Instead of an invasion of "hippies" and 

Repression in Holland; Article 140. 

In Holland again on appeal people are con
victed on grounds of article 140. 
Article 140 is a "criminal organisation". 
This time it were people holding actions 
against the military system under the name 
"Mobile Peace Action Camp" <MPAC>. This 
group is an ever changing group of people; 

"troublemakers", however, all the locals we
re subjected to was a huge influx of police 
riot and control vans, and the relatively 
small but divers group of "well-behaved" de
monstrators. Hopefully next time the rumours 
will get less credibility, and more of the 
locals will give support. Hopefully also, 
organisations such as S.H.E., with far bet
ter resources and finances than BLAH organi
sers had, will at last see good reason to 
support if not to organise such direct ac
tions themselves, in the near future. 

Contact: Hinkley Action Group 
Avon Environmental Centre 
Unit G 
Arnos Vale Castle Estate 
Brislington 
BRISTOL BS4 
England 

Anti Nuclear Network 
P.O.Box 30 
187 High Str. 
Wood green 
London N22 
England 

everyone con join is, with openly announced 
action camps, from which military objects 
are attacked; painting slogans, cutting fen
ces, destroying vehicles, etc. 
In november 'BB, 43 people were arrested 
during a police raid at the action came. In 
the court case that followed soon only 7 
people had to appear. Article 140 was rejec
ted, because there was insufficient proof of 
the fact that it was an organisation with 
the aim: commiting crimi:nal acts. A number 
of people were convicted of demolition. 
At the end of may in higher court the MPAC 
was labeled a "criminal organisation" and 
the 7 were not convicted on grounds of what 
they had been charge.d with individually, but 
because they would be "menbers" of this or
ganisation. 

This is the second time that this article 
140 has been used against oolitical acti
vists. 
The first time it was because of the evic
tion of a squatted building, where activists 
resisted fierce, and building burning bar
ricades with the interior of a nearby bank 
<they came in through the wall>. The law 
wanted the people behind the screens, be
cause they could hardly make any arrests, 
and started a large investigation with the 
help of <attemps to> infiltrations, intel
ligence services, etc, etc. A few months 
later b people were arrested. Again here at 
first no convictions on grounds of article 
140, but again on appeal; yes. Coincidently 
<?> at the same court as the second time. 



Why is article 140 so threatening? 
It is absolutely unclear when somebody is 
commiting an offence. People have been coM
victed because they made coffee <and because 
of that are "member") and because they gave 
interviews (and so are "member"O and because 
they were together with other people at a 
certain place <and "thus"belonged>. Indivi
dual offences need not to be commited any
more, to be convicted. 
According to the law 1t is as follows: 
people wno support such a group <a criminal 
organisation>, f.i. transferring money, can 
be convicted. It is possible that at big 
public actions, where individuals wreck 
something or have fights, the press-group 
<that has to work the most openly> will be 
convicted for that. 

The result is that less and less people want 
to organise things, that groups have to make 
an effort to remain unknown. In the past 
there used to be no reason for that. 

Result is also that "public" illegal actions 
<occupation of buildings/sites, blockades> 
with a lot of people, in Holland an often 
used method, is getting more and more dif
ficult. This in-between method (in between 
legal actions and small underground ooera
ting groups> is getting more and more dif
ficult and maybe impossible. Especially the 
anti-nuclear power movement had build up a 
tradition of those kind of actions the last 
10 years. The only groups that don't seem to 
suffer from article 140 are small (isolated> 
groups commiting attacks. 

Because untill now few answers have been 
found for this new repression measure~ many 
people will stop holding more extreme ac
tions <it is, already now noticable, very 
paralysing> and a small part will organize 
themselves mere underground. 
And wheter that is much a favorable develop
ment? 
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